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Abstract 

Existing theories for predicting the creep 

properties of discontinuous fibre composites 

with non-creeping fibres from matrix creep 

properties, originally based on a power law, are 

extended to include an exponential law, and in 

principle a general matrix law. An analysis 

shows that the composite creep curve can be ob

tained by a simple displacement of the matrix 

creep curve in a log a vs. log t diagram. This 

principle, that each point on the matrix curve 

has a corresponding point on the composite curve, 

is given a physical interpretation. The direc

tion of displacement is such that the transition 

from a power law to an exponential law occurs at 

* lower strain rate for the composite than for 

the unreinforced matrix. This emphasizes the im

portance of the exponential creep range in the 

creep of fibre composites* The combined use of 

mmtrix and composite data may allow the creep 

phenomenon to be studied over a larger range of 

•train rates than would otherwise be possible. 

A method for constructing generalized composite 

creep diagrams is suggested. Creep properties 

predicted from matrix data by the present analy

sis are compared with experimental data from the 

literature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Several models have been proposed (Mileiko 1970; Kelly & 

Street 1972; McLean 1972; Backer Pedersen 197U) for the pre

diction of creep properties of discontinuous fibre composites 

from matrix creep properties. A review of the early models has 

been given by Lilholt (1973). These models have only been 

explicitly evaluated on the basis of a power law for creep of 

tlie matrix. It is, however, a well-known fact (Sherby & Burke 

1967) that the power law is only a good approximation for the 

creep of pure materials at diffusion-compensated strain rates, 
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e/Dt lower than approximately 10 cm . At higher strain rates 

an exponential law is usually a better approximation to the 

experimental creep properties. 

Experiments by Kelly & Tyson (1966) on the creep of silver 

reinforced with tungsten fibres showed stress sensitivities 

indicative of exponential creep. We therefore find it relevant 

to examine the influence of the matrix creep law - and in par

ticular an exponential matrix creep law - on the creep law of 

a fibre composite. An important result of the analysis is that 

the transition from a power law to an exponential law occurs 

at a lower strain rate for the composite than for the unrein-

forced matrix. This emphasizes the importance of the exponential 

range for the creep of fibre composites. 

2. THEORY 

We shall base our analysis on the models by McLean (1972) 

and Kelly ft Street (1972). McLean's model is chosen because of 
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its simplicity whish makes a physical interpretation of the 

results very easy. Kelly * Street's model is chosen partly 

because it provides a more detailed description of the defor

mation, and partly because earlier experiments (Kelly • Tyson 

1966) have been compared with predictions based on this model 

(Street 1971). He shall treat the two models separately and 

finally make a comparison between the results obtained from 

each model. 

It is assumed in both models that the fibres are perfectly 

aligned and of identical shape and size, and that the stress 

is applied parallel to the fibre direction. Me farther confine 

the analysis to one of the coses considered by Kelly t Street, 

namely composites with non-creeping fibres and perfect inter-

facial bond. 

A list of the symbols used in the following analysis is 

presented in the appendix. 

2.1. Analysis based on KcLean's model 

McLean considered a creeping matrix, which creeps in shear 

only. He established a relation between the avera£e shear strain 

rate in the matrix and The overall tensile strain rate of the 

composite. By combining this with a strain energy balance and 

a matrix creep law (vis, a power law) he obtained an expression 

for the creep strength of the composite. 

McLean assumed a doubling of the shear strain rate in the 

matrix in order to compensate for hcle formation in the matrix. 

We omit this doubling tc as to obtain an equal basis for the 

comparison with the results derived from Kelly and Street's 
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model. We note that the conversion relation between shear strain 

and tensile strain is Y * |e for simple extension and v * 2t 

for simple shear. Stresses are in both cases related by o * 2t. 

The relations for simple extension are used for conversion be

tween shear values and tensile values obtained from creep tests 

on pure matrix. The relations for simple shear are used for eon-

version between the (local) shear values in the matrix of the 

composite and their corresponding (local) tensile values. 

On this basis the geometrical relation between the average 

shear strain rate in the matrix and the overall tensile strain 

rate of the composite is given by 

fc (1) 

or 

l£ (2) 
c ' <? TI- f 

or 

log ic • log(| T)* log(jji) (3) 

The rate of work done on the composite equals the rate of (av

erage) energy dissipation in the matrix. Since the matrix is as

sumed to deform in simple shear,the expression is (McLean's eq.2): 

a • t « 7 • Y • V '*> 
"c e * • 

Using eg.. (1) we find 

v.* 
log oe « log(2T)+ log(-jyp) (0) 
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FISUKE 1. Schematic diagram) showing the displacement vector 

and corresponding points. Th« vector components refer to 

McLean'« formulation. 
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The aquations <3> and {6) suggest a principle of corresponding 

points: in a log c vs. log e diagrasi a point on the matrix 

creep cur«« corresponds to a point on the composite crop curve 
VJ. 

obtained by displacement of the Matrix point fay log(j-j-) along 

the log o-amis and by log(3f> along the log c-exis. The com

posite creep curve can thus be generated fro« a known matrix 

creep curve by a simple displacement of the latter. This is 

illustrated in figure 1, where the tensile values (o, O * 

(2x, i T> equivalent to the shear values of the matrix ("T,T) 

are indicated. 

The physical interpretation of the principle of correspond

ing points is obvious in McLean's sodel. McLean assumed an 

average shear strain rate in the matrix (eq. 1) and thereby 

also an average shear stress. The corresponding points are 

thus points which represent the saae (average) shear values 

in the composite and in the unreinforced matrix. The stress 

sensitivity is governed by the shear values, and is therefore 

also the saae in corresponding points. 

He note that the components of the displacement vector 

(log(g£->, log(<*f>) are independent of c and a and that they 

are derived without any reference to the form of the matrix 

creep law. The derivation is therefore valid for any matrix 

creep law, and thus also for an exponential creep law. 

The matrix creep law may consequently be introduced in the 

general form 

a . f(é) <7» 
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From eqs. (2) and (5) it is clear that the creep law for the 

composite is obtained by replacing o with o • «2— end £ with 
a m 

E ' -jr • This leads to the composite creep law 

nt 

In the above treatment we have followed McLean in omitting 

an luditive matrix term, which should be included in order to 

make the composite creep law converge o the matrix creep law 

for Vf approaching zero. Such a term is included in the model 

by Kelly S Street. Numerical calculations show that this term 

contributes less than about 201 when pVf is larger than about 

V, We therefore take pVf> M as the limiting condition for our 

analysis of McLean's model. This condition is fulfilled in 

most practical composites. 

2,2. Analysis based on Kelly i Street's model 

Kelly a Street considered a creeping matrix which creeps 

in shear an J in tension. They included tha tensile creep of 

the matrix through the additive matrix term. We shall omit 

this term, and as discussed in i 2.I., this is acceptable for 

pVf> t. He further note that it is implied in their analysis 

that p cannot be too small. 

Kelly a Street expressed the shear strain rate in tha 

matrix as a linear function of distance, z, along tha fibres. 

They obtained the shear stress in the matrix (and at th« inter

face) by combining tha expression for y with a matrix creep 

law. By integration they found the fibre stress as a function 

of z. Finally they evaluated tha average fibre stress and used 

it to establish the creep strength of the composite. 

? . 

In an analysis based on their model, it is necessary to 

introduce a specific creep law for the matrix. In order to 

obtain simple analytical solutions to the integrals involved, 

we employ the approximate creep laws - the power law at inter

mediate stresses and the exponential law at high stresses -

rather than any of the several creep equations, containing a 

hyperbolic sine function, which have been proposed to cover 

both regions (Sherby » Burke 1967). 

When an exponential creep law 

e = e0 exp(2r>- <9> 

is used instead of a power law, Kelly » Street's eq. (7) modi

fies to 

; = » J. exp<£) <10) 
O 

The shear strain rate is given by 

Here h is the thickness of the »one of constant shear strain 

rate. We shall express h as 

h * a-d <«> 

Kelly I Street set h equal to one half of the minimum spacing 

between surfaces of fibres in a hexagonal array, which corre

sponds to 

. , J((2£ Vf)-» - 1) (13) 

By combining eqs. (10), (11) and (12) we find 
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In 
3adc' 

(in) 

The stress distribution in the fibres is found from the integral 

t/2 
•» 

Of = 3 j tds = o0p In 
P e-

3eoc! 
2 ffl In 

2» e„ 

3e«de! 
(15) 

and the average stress in the fibres becomes 

t/2 , f 
- 2 f "o" " £c 
f * 1 r l 13,*« eiJ 

(16) 

The composite strength is calculated from the law of mixtures. 

ignoring the additive matrix tera we obtain 

°f'f 
. »oP'f 

ln 
P «* 

3 Æ » c! 

which may be rewritten 

20-

P»fo( 
> ln 

3/eo ej 

(17) 

(18) 

On the basis of a power law, Kelly t Street obtained the follow

ing expression for a • a, v_ 
c t i 
f p i j l / n 

which may be recast 

(2n*l) o. t j l / n 
:T7n n(^)i'"pVf»0 »*• «, 

(19) 

(20) 

Th« factor Affil, varies from 1.97S før n»3 to 1.99S for n»7, 

aM can thus to a good • approximation b« sat equal to 2, to 
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that the left hand sides of eqs. (18) and (20) become identical. 

This indicates that a matrix law, o = f(e), which can be 

approximated by a power law at intermediate stresses and by 

an exponential law at high stresses, in Kelly » Street's model 

leads to a composite creep law 

o • -£- = fU • -£—) (2D 
c i»F C »VS. 

This formulation is analogous to that presented in eqs. (7) 

and (8) and therefore leads to the logarithmic expressions 

log oc * log a * log(J pVf) (22) 

log éc = log é • log(i22) (23) 

In the model by Kelly & Street the components of the displace

ment vector are thus (log(J pV f), log(-g—)). 

The physical interpretation of the displacement vector is 

not so immediately obvious in this model as in the model by 

McLean, because Kelly & Street assume that y varies linearly 

with z along the fibre length (eq. 11). Eq. (18) does show, 

however, that in the exponential range there is one and only 

one displacement vector which is of constant magnitude and 

direction. This it also the only vector which connects points 

with the same stress sensitivity. A combination of eqs. (11) 

and (23) shows that the displacement vector connects a composite 

point with the matrix point which has the same value of Y as 

tha composite has at i • -£- . In other words, for an exponen-
2/« 

tial matrix creep law, th« stress sensitivity varies along the 

fibre length, tat th« overall stress sensitivity of the com

posite i« th« sail« as that found at i » -—• . The value of y 

2*fr 
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at this point is therefore the reference value which causes 

identical stress sensitivities of the matrix and the composite. 

In the power law range the stress sensitivity is the same 

all along the fibre length, and the reference value of Y could 

therefore be chosen arbitrarily at any z along the fibre length. 

But since it is practical to operate with the same displacement 

vector in the power law range and in the exponential law range, 

we choose Y at z * —— as the reference value also in the power 
2 Æ ... 

law range. This choice is made by introducing the factor (Æ) 

in going fros eq. (19) to eq. (20). 

2.3. Comparison between the displacement vectors obtained from 

the two models 

The displacement vectors obtained from the two models can be 

compared by setting s=2h=2od in the vector obtained from McLean's 

model. This makes the geometrical arrangements essentially ident

ical. Since 3 * ø, we find for the two components of the vector 

log(T;f-> = log(} pVf • ̂ ) (2») 

log(|i) s log(|£> (25) 

The displacement vectors derived from the two models differ 

sligthly. This arises partly because McLean calculated ø fro* 

a strain energy balance, whereas Kelly t Street calculated ø 

from the average fibre stress, and partly because McLean's average 

value of Y corresponds to a reference value at * » J , whereas 

the treatment of Kelly i Street's model leads to a reference 
i 

value of T at s » —— . 
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Actually, the two methods of calculating o are not so 

basically different as they nay initially seem, since eq. (16) 

can be rewritten 

1/2 1/2 

"f * T f °fåz = 7 ^ ~ f Y(*>T(z)dz . (26) 
o e Id o 

c 

3. DISCUSSION 

The above analysis is valid for pV.> 1. It is easily shown, 

that the stress component of the displacement vector is always 

positive and the strain rate component always negative in this 

range. The transition from a power law to an exponential law 

will therefore occur at a lower strain rate (and a higher stress) 

for the composite than for the matrix. This accentuates the 

relevance of exponential creep for fibre composites. 

The change of the transition region has important conse

quences for the prediction of creep properties of the composite 

on the basis of known properties of the matrix. Previous predic

tions of composite creep strength (Hileiko 1970} Street 1971) 

have been made from matrix creep data at the same strain rate 

as in the composite - although this condition has not been 

specifically mentioned. With such an approach, matrix data in 

the e-range marked A in figure 2 would predict composite creep 

data marked A'. The correct corresponding composite creep is 

marked Ae, which is placed at lower strain rates and lower 

stresses than A^. The correct composite data in the selected 

e-range are marked A" and would be predicted fron A". 
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matrtx 

log a 

FIGURE 2. Diagram showing the prediction of the coaposite 

strength fron the matrix creep curve. The regions Barked with 

A's are explained in the text. 

&«&aa.*C:j*<>'< 
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The range AJ differs from the K'c range in two important 

respects: the stress is lower and the stress sensitivity is 

higher. Thus the prediction k'c is an overestimate of the com

posite strength. At very low stresses and strain rates, where 

both the unreinforced matrix and the composite are creeping 

according tc a power law, predictions based on the sane strain 

-ate would be safe, but it should be noted, that the break-down 

of the power law occurs at much lower strain rates for the com

posite than for the matrix (e.g. approximately 25 times lower 

for a composite with Vf = 0.» and p = 30). 

An interesting implication of the principle of corresponding 

points is that experiments in the range of reliably measurable 

strain rates contain information on creep behaviour below and 

above this range. Matrix creep data at low strain rates corre

spond to composite creep data at even lower strain rates. Con

versely, composite creep data at high strain rates correspond to 

matrix creep data at even higher strain rates. 

Finally, we wish to point out that the form of the creep 

equations (I) and (21) suggests a method for constructing gener

alized diagrams for composite creep data. If we choose eq. (21) 

as the basic relationship, such diagrams are obtained by plotting 
* g 

10«<££> «£. 10g(^) . 
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T 1 1 1 | I I 

J • ' » ' ' L 

20 40 60 80100 200 400 
applied stress. oVMNrrT2 

FIGURE 1. Comparison of experimental data froa creep of Ag with 

»-fibres at H00°C with predicted coaposite creep curves. The 

aatrix creep data are; », Ag with low 0^ content, (Pric* 19(9); 

o, Ag with equilibrium 02 content, (Price 1966)s A, Ag, (Kelly 

9 Tyson 1996). The coaposite creep data are: •, Ag with »-fibres, 

1t * 0.%, » » 30i • , Af with »-fibres, Vf « 0.», • • 90, (Kelly 

1 Tyson 1966). Full drawn coaposite creep curves are predicted 

froa the full drawn Mtrix creep cvrve on the basis of the 

present analysis with Tj « (log 9, log 0.0*12) and Tj • (log 12, 

log 0.0209). Dashed coaposite creep curves are predicted froa 

the dashed aatrix creep enrve en the basis of the trestasnt by 

N f M I (197i>. 
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"t. COMPARISON HITH EXPERIHEHTAL DATA 

Kelly 9 Tyson (1968) have carried out experiaents on com

posites of silver reinforced with t0vol% tungsten fibres of 

aspect ratios 30 and 60. They have only produced a few data 

points on the pure silver} therefore we have supplemented their 

data with those obtained t" Price (1966). On the basis of these 

points we have drawn a creep curve for the pure matrix a3 shown 

in figure 3. Our prediction of the coaposite creep curves is 

based on the model by Kelly 9 Street (eq. 21) with a given by 

eq. (13). These curves are shown in fig. 3 together with the 

displacement vectors corresponding to the two aspect ratios. 

He have further included the coaposite creep curves predicted 

from a power law by Street (1971) on the basis of Kelly 9 Street's 

model. 

The shape of our composite curves follow the experimental 

data quite closely, while the linear composite curves clearly 

do not predict the composite data so well. The excellent agree

ment for our curve at p * 30 is encouraging, but must be regarded 

as fortuitous considering the simplifications involved in the 

derivation of the composite creep model. Furthermore, the poss

ible difference between a real coaposite and a theoretical com

posite with a uniform distribution of exactly aligned fibres 

should be remembered. For instance,the longitudinal distribution 

of fibres can have a significant influence on the creep strength, 

as discussed by Milsiko (1970), and the possibility of weak cross 
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•actions has been mentioned by McLean (1972). At p = SO the 

creep strength is overestimated by a constant factor of about 

1.$. The reason for this overestimate is not quite clear. 

Kileikc (1970) noted that the aspect ratio p = 60 is very close 

to the value, where sone fibres fracture. Another possible cause 

could be end effects arising when the fibre length becomes com

parable to the specimen length. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown on the basis of existing creep models, that the 

fibre composite creep curve can be obtained by displacement of 

the matrix creep curve in a log c vs. log a diagram, provided that 

V 3. 
p»ji 1. The displaceaent vector is (log(gS-), log(<=jp)) in McLean's 

formulation and (log(}p7f), log(^^)> in Kelly I Street's for

mulation. 

the direction of displaceaent is such, that the transition 

from a power creep law to an exponential creep law occurs at a 

lower strain rate for the composite than for the unreinforced 

matrix. 

This has important consequences for the prediction of com

posite creep strength from matrix creep data, in that the present 

approach leads to a safer prediction than previously obtained. 

A comparison between predictions baaed on the present analy

sis and experimental data from the literature shows encouraging 

agreement. 

The combined use of matrix and composite data may allow the 

oraep phenomenon to be studied ever a larger range of strain rate* 

(and stresses) than would otherwise be possible. 

ASSs&i',; 

. 17. 

A matrix creep law, o * fU>, leads to the composite creep 

law 

e " f c 3/e« 

(using the constants in Kelly 1 S t r e e t ' s formulation). 

The present approach therefore suggests a systematic method 

of handling composite creep data by using generalized diagrams, 

where l o g ( - | - ) i s plot ted vs. l o g ( ^ - > . 
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APPENDIX. LIST OF SYMBOLS 

d diaarter of fibre 

D diffusion coefficient 

h thickness of some of constant shear strain rata 

t length of fibre 

m stress exponent in creep lav 

• spacing between fibres (or plates) 

V. voluat fraction of fibres 

*B voluat fraction of aatrix 

s length coordinate along fibre 

• geoaetricsl paraaeter 

T shear strain rate 

T average shear strain rate in the aatrix of the composite 

e tensile strain rat* of aatrix 

«c tensile strain rata of eoaposite 

c Q constant in power creep law 

«J constant in exponential creep law 

ø aspect ratio <• i/d) 

• tensile stress in aatrix 

• 0 tensile stress in eoaposite 

ot tensile stress in fibre 

9{ average tensile stress in fibre 

» 0 constant in power creep law 

*o eonstant in exponential creep lav 

t shear stress 

T average shear stress in the aatrix of the coaposita 
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